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A B S T R A C T  
In this paper we present the first implementation of LING- 
STAT, an interactive machine translation system designed to 
increase the productivity of a user, with little knowledge of 
the source language, in translating or extracting information 
from foreign language documents. In its final form, LING- 
STAT will make use of statistical information gathered from 
parallel and single-language corpora, and linguistic informa- 
tion at all levels (lexical, syntactic, and semantic). 

1. I N T R O D U C T I O N  
The DARPA initiative in machine translation supports 
three very different avenues of research, including CAN- 
DIDE's fully automatic system [1,2], the interactive, 
knowledge-based system of the PANGLOSS group [3-6], 
and LINGSTAT, also an interactive system. LING- 
STAT, as its name implies, incorporates both linguistic 
and statistical knowledge representations. It is intended 
for users who are native speakers of the target language, 
and is designed to be useful to those with little knowledge 
of the source (by providing access to foreign language 
documents), as well as those with a greater knowledge 
of the source (by improving productivity in translation). 
Although a future implementation will suggest transla- 
tions of phrases and sentences, high quality automatic 
translation is not a goal; LINGSTAT's purpose is to re- 
lieve users of the most tedious and difficult translation 
tasks, but may well leave problems that  the user is better 
suited to solve. 

Initial efforts have been focused on the translation of 
Japanese to English in the domain of mergers and acqui- 
sitions, and a first version of a translator's workstation 
has been assembled. Work has also begun on a Span- 
ish version of the system. As resources become avail- 
able, particularly parallel corpora, the Spanish system 
will be further developed and work will be extended to 
include other European languages. This paper describes 
the Japanese system. 

Japanese poses special challenges in translation that  are 
not seen in European languages. The most striking are 
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that Japanese text  is not divided into words, and that 
the number of writing symbols is very large. These sym- 
bols can be divided into at least four sets: kanji, hira- 
gana, katakana, and, occasionally, the Latin alphabet. 
The general-use kanji number about 2000. They are not 
phonetic symbols (most have several pronunciations, de- 
pending on context), but  carry meaning and often ap- 
pear two or three to a word. Hiragana and katakana, on 
the other hand, are phonetic alphabets; hiragana is usu- 
ally used for important function words in Japanese gram- 
mar (sentence particles, auxiliary verbs) and to indicate 
inflection of verbs, adjectives, and nouns, while katakana 
is used almost exclusively for borrowed foreign words. 

Another difficulty of Japanese is that  it lacks many gram- 
matical features taken for granted in English, such as 
plurals, articles, routine use of pronouns, and a future 
tense. Conversely, there are many Japanese concepts 
that have no analog in English, including the many lev- 
els of politeness, the notion of a sentence topic distinct 
from its subject, and exclusive v s .  non-exclusive listings. 
In addition, Japanese word order and sentence structure 
are very different from English. 

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 lists 
the dictionaries and text resources used in assembling 
LINGSTAT. Section 3 presents an outline of the system 
components, some of which are described in greater de- 
tail in section 4. Section 5 describes the results of the 
DARPA July 1992 evaluation of the Japanese system, as 
well some informal results on the Spanish system. Sec- 
tion 6 discusses some improvements planned for future 
versions of the workstation. 

2. R E S O U R C E S  

LINGSTAT currently makes use of a number of dictio- 
naries and text sources of Japanese. As yet, there is no 
high-quality source of parallel Japanese-English text.  

D i c t i o n a r i e s  

• EDR Dictionary 
Approximately 400,000 words defined in both En- 
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glish and Japanese (about 200,000 distinct defini- 
tions) 

• Japanese-English CD-ROM Dictionary 
Pronunciations and glosses for approximately 
50,000 Jat~anese words 

• ICOT morphological dictionary 
Pronunciations and parts of speech for approxi- 
mately 150,000 Japanese words 

T e x t  

• T I P S T E R  articles 
Japanese newspaper articles on joint ventures 

• Technical abstracts 
10,000 scientific abstracts in Japanese, with English 
summaries or low-quality translations 

• Asahi Sinbun CD-ROM 
Seven years of Japanese newspaper articles, all sub- 
jects 

3. O V E R V I E W  O F  S Y S T E M  
A R C H I T E C T U R E  

An initial implementation of the interactive translation 
system for Japanese has been completed, running un- 
der MS-DOS on PC (486) hardware. In its current 
form, lexical and syntactic analyses are done in a pre- 
processing step (initiated by the user) that  produces an 
annotated source document and a document-specific dic- 
tionary, which are then presented to the user in a cus- 
tomized word-processing environment. 

The pre-processing step consists of a number of sub- 
tasks, including: 

1. Breaking the Japanese character stream into words 
using a maximum-likelihood tokenizer in conjunc- 
tion with a morphological analyzer (de-inflector) 
that  recognizes all inflected forms of Japanese verbs, 
adjectives, and nouns 

2. Attaching lexical information to the identified 
words, including inflection codes and roots (for in- 
flected forms), pronunciation, English glosses (some 
automatically generated from parallel text),  and 
English definitions 

3. Finding "best guess" transliterations of katakana 
words using dynamic-programming techniques 

4. Translating numbers with following counters (elim- 
inating a large source of user errors arising from the 
unusual numbering conventions in Japanese) 

5. Using a finite-state parser to identify modifying 
phrases 

6. Creating the annotated document and document- 
specific dictionary 

The user's word-processing environment consists nor- 
mally of two windows, one containing the original 
Japanese broken into words and annotated with pronun- 
ciation and "best guess" glosses, the other for entry of 
the English translation. Information extracted during 
pre-processing but not available in the annotated doc- 
ument (longer definitions, inflection information, etc.) 
can be accessed instantly from the document-specific dic- 
tionary using the keyboard or mouse, and is presented in 
a pop-up window. The interface also allows easy access 
to browsing resources such as on-line dictionaries and 
proper name lists. 

4. I M P L E M E N T A T I O N  D E T A I L S  

T o k e n i z a t l o n .  Tokenization is done using a maximum- 
likelihood algorithm that  finds the "best" way to break 
up a given sentence into words. Conceptually, the idea 
is to find all ways to tokenize a sentence, score each tok- 
enization, then choose the one with the best score. The 
tokenizer uses a master list of Japanese words with uni- 
gram frequencies. 

The score of a tokenization is defined to be the sum of the 
scores assigned to the words it contains, and the score 
of a word is taken to be proportional to the log of its 
unigram probability. Any character sequence not in the 
master list is considered infinitely bad, although to guar- 
antee that  a tokenization is always found, an exception 
is made for single character tokens not in the master list, 
which are assigned a very low, but  finite, score. The tok- 
enizer also assigns a moderate score to unfamiliar strings 
of ASCII or katakana, as well as to numbers. 

The search for the best tokenization is done using a sim- 
ple dynamic programming algorithm. Let score(w) and 
lenflh(w) denote the score and length of the character 
sequence w. For a sentence of N characters numbered 
from 0 to N - 1, let best[i] denote the score of the best 
tokenization of the character sequence from 0 to i -  1, 
and initialize best[O] = O, best[i] = - o o  for 1 < i < N. 
The best tokenization score for the sentence is then given 
by best[N] after: 

FOR i = 0  to N -  1 DO 

FOR all sequences w that starl at position i DO 

IF best[i] + score(w) > best[i + length(w)l 
THEN best[i + length(w)] = best[i] + score(w) 
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Note that when two tokenizations both have a word end- 
ing at a given position, only the higher scoring solution 
up to that position is used in subsequent calculations. 

Currently the most serious tokenization errors are caused 
by kanji proper nouns in the incoming document. Unlike 
European languages, there is no lexical cue (such as cap- 
italization) to identify such nouns, and since most kanji 
can appear as words in isolation, the tokenizer will al- 
ways find some way to break up a multi-kanji name into 
legal, but probably not sensible, pieces. 

De-inflection. In order to keep the master list rela- 
tively small, only root forms of words that inflect have 
an entry. To recognize inflected forms, the tokenizer calls 
a de-inflector whenever it fails to find a candidate token 
in the master list. 

In Japanese there are three classes of words that inflect: 
verbs (no person or number, but negatives and many 
tenses), adjectives (no cases or plurals, but negatives, 
adverbial, and tense), and nani-nouns (adjectival and 
adverbial). De-inflection is typically a multi-step pro- 
cess, as in 

tabetakunakalta (didn't want to eat) 

--~ iabetakunai (doesn't want to eat) 

tabetai (wants to eat) 

taberu (eats). 

It may also happen that a particular form can de-inflect 
along multiple paths to different roots. 

The engine of the LINGSTAT de-inflection module is 
language-independent (to the extent that words in- 
flect by transformation of their endings), driven by a 
language-specific de-inflection table. It handles multi- 
step and multi-path de-inflections, and for a given candi- 
date will return all possible root forms to the tokenizer, 
along with the probability of the particular inflection 
for incorporation into the word score. The de-inflector 
also returns information about the de-inflection path for 
use by the annotation module. De-inflection tables have 
been developed for Japanese, Spanish, and English. 

Annota t ion .  The annotation module attaches pronun- 
ciations, English glosses, English definitions, and inflec- 
tion information to each word identified by the tokenizer. 

Pronunciation information might seem superfluous but 
is often of value to a Japanese translator. One of the 
consequences of the difficulty of written Japanese is that 
most students of the language can speak much better 
than they can read (recall that the pronunciation of a 
kanji cannot be deduced from its shape). The verbal 
cue that LINGSTAT provides through the pronunciation 

may therefore be enough to allow a user to identify an 
otherwise unfamiliar kanji word. In any case, having the 
pronunciation allows the user access to supplementary 
paper dictionaries ordered by pronunciation, which are 
much faster to use than radical-and-stroke dictionaries 
ordered by character shape information. 

The glosses used by LINGSTAT come from three 
sources: hand entry, the Japanese-English CD-ROM dic- 
tionary, and automatic extraction from the definitions 
in the EDR dictionary. There are two methods of auto- 
matic extraction: 

Pull the gloss out of the definition--for example, A 
type of financial transaction named leveraged buyout 
becomes leveraged buyout. 

Use the English and Japanese definitions in the 
EDR dictionary as sentenced-aligned parallel text 
and apply CANDIDE's word alignment algorithm 
(Model 1) [1] to determine which English words cor- 
respond to each Japanese word. 

The first method is moderately successful because many 
of the definitions adhere to a particular style. The second 
method gives good glosses for those Japanese words that 
occur frequently in the text of the definitions. 

Ka takana  Transl i terat ion.  Words are borrowed so 
frequently from other languages, particularly English, 
that their transliterations into katakana rarely appear 
in even the largest dictionaries. The best way to deter- 
mine their meaning, therefore, is to transliterate them 
back into English. This is made difficult by the fact that 
the transformation to katakana is not invertible: for ex- 
ample, English I and r both map to the Japanese r, 
r following a vowel is sometimes dropped, and vowels 
are inserted into consonant clusters. 

The LINGSTAT katakana transliterator attempts to 
guess what English words might have given rise to an 
unfamiliar katakana word. It converts the katakana pro- 
nunciation into a representation intermediate between 
Japanese and English, then compares this to a list of 
80,000 English words in the same representation. A dy- 
namic programming algorithm is used to identify the En- 
glish words that most closely match the katakana. These 
words are then attached to the katakana token in the an- 
notation step. 

This procedure fails for non-English foreign words, and 
for most proper names (since they rarely appear in the 
master English list). 

Number  Translat ion.  In traditional Japanese, num- 
bers up to 104 are formed by using the kanji digits in 
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conjunction with the kanji symbols for the various pow- 
ers of ten up to 1000, e.g., 6542 would be written 

(6)( 1000)(5)(100) (4)(10) (2), 

with each number in parentheses replaced by the appro- 
priate kanji symbol. Notice that the powers of ten are 
explicitly represented, rather than being implied by po- 
sition. 

There are special kanji for the large numbers 104, l0 s, 
elc. These may be preceded by expressions like that 
above to form very large numbers, such as 

(2)(10s)(5)(1000)(5)(100)(104) 

= 2 x l0 s +5500 x 104 

= 255,000,000. 

Modern Japanese often mixes the traditional Japanese 
representation with the "place-holding" representation 
used in English. Arabic numerals are freely mixed with 
kanji symbols in both formats. To ease the burden on 
the translator LINGSTAT has a function that recognizes 
numbers in all their styles, including following counters, 
and translates them into conventional English notation. 
These translations are then attached to the number to- 
ken in the annotation step. Comparison of manual and 
LINGSTAT-aided translations has demonstrated that 
this feature eliminates a large source of critical errors, 
particularly in the evaluation domain, which frequently 
references large monetary transactions. 

F in l te-s ta te  parser.  As a first pass at helping the user 
with Japanese sentence structure, LINGSTAT incorpo- 
rates a simple finite-state parser designed to identify 
modifying phrases in Japanese sentences. An interface 
function has also been added to display this information 
in a structured way. At this stage, the quality of the 
parse is only fair. This function has not yet been tested 
for its effect on translation speed. 

5. R E S U L T S  

The system as described here (without the finite-state 
parser) was evaluated by DARPA in July 1992. The 
performance of two Level 2 translators was measured 
on a test set of 18 Japanese documents, each translator 
translating 9 with the aid of the system and 9 by hand. 
In general, the quality of translation with and without 
the system was found to be comparable, but the system 
provided a speedup of approximately 30%. 

Since the tested system provided no help with the anal- 
ysis of the Japanese sentences, this savings was achieved 
by drastically reducing the time spent doing tokeniza- 
tion and lookup. It might appear surprising that so 

much time could be saved from these activities alone, but 
the many unusual features of Japanese described above 
conspire to produce a large overhead in this phase of 
translation compared to other languages. This result is 
also consistent with an analysis of how the translators 
allocated their time: without the system, their principal 
effort involved dictionary lookup, but with the system 
most of their time was spent analyzing sentence struc- 
ture. 

Productivity tests have also been conducted on the rudi- 
mentary Spanish version of the workstation. This sys- 
tem incorporates a Spanish de-inflector, provides word 
for word translation to English, and has fast access to 
an on-line dictionary. On a scaled down version of the 
DARPA test (6 documents instead of 18, including 3 by 
hand and 3 with the aid of the system), a fluent speaker 
of Italian (a language very similar to Spanish) showed no 
productivity gain. At the other extreme, a user with no 
Spanish knowledge and no recent training in any Euro- 
pean language was about 50% faster using the system's 
on-line tools than with a paper dictionary. 

6. C U R R E N T  A N D F U T U R E  W O R K  

There are currently two programs underway to improve 
the translation system. The first is an effort to ex- 
pand the Japanese and Spanish dictionaries, which re- 
quires not only adding words, but also glosses, pronun- 
ciations (for Japanese), and multi-word objects. Part 
of this task involves updating the Japanese and Spanish 
word frequency statistics, which will improve the perfor- 
mance of the tokenizer in Japanese and the de-inflector 
in both languages. Part of speech information is also 
being added, in anticipation of the use of grammatical 
tools. 

The second program is the development of a probabilistic 
grammar to parse the source and provide grammatical 
information to the user. This will supplement or re- 
place the current rule-based finite-state parser currently 
implemented in the system. In the current phase, we 
have chosen a lexicalized context-free grammar, which 
has the property that the probability of choosing a par- 
ticular production rule in the grammar is dependent on 
headwords associated with each non-terminal symbol. 
Lexicalization is a useful tool for resolving attachment 
questions and in sense disambiguation. This grammar 
will be trained using the inside-outside algorithm [7] on 
Japanese and SpaniSh newspaper articles. 

One use of the grammar will be to provide more accurate 
glossing of the source by making use of co-occurrence 
statistics among the phrase headwords. This requires 
developing an English word list with frequency and part 
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of speech information, as well as constructing an English 
inflector-deinflector. These tools, along with an English 
grammar,  will enable the system to construct candidate 
translations of Japanese phrases and simple Spanish sen- 
tences. 

A longer te rm goal of the syntactic analysis (particularly 
when more languages are incorporated) is to generate 
a probability distribution in a space of data  structures 
in which the order of representation of the component 
grammatical  elements is language neutral. This can re- 
garded as a kind of syntactic interlingua. There will 
also be a deeper semantic analysis of the source which 
will be less dependent on the syntactic analysis, and will 
use a probabilistic model to fill in the components of a 
case-frame semantic interlingua. These kinds of struc- 
tures will allow faster inclusion of new languages and 
domains. 
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